
≪Applicable model≫Toyota Mark X
Series DBA-GRX130 Grade 2.5S Package

Year Drive FR

Height adjustable Coil over kit

F F

R R

F F

R R

*1 In case of AVS model, the AVS will be not work after changing adjustable coil over.

*2 e-con. is suitable: e-con.: Price(excl.tax) £368.66 /PartNo. 00B 60M 0

*The Spring rate changing is available on its order.

★Adjustable Upper arm(rear) has been on sale!Price(excl.tax) Front side: £197.50 / Rear side: £246.87

overall length

damping force -70～0mm 6k(5,7,8) A-RG overall length
£1,382.47

-70～0mm 12k(11,14,16) A-RG5steps       *2
199 60M CN

＊U/M=Upper mount, P-AJ=Adjustable pillow, P-RG=Fixed pillow, A-RG= Fixed aluminium reinforcement rubber,　A-AJ= Adjustable aluminium 

reinforcement rubber

12 Mar
damping force -70～0mm 6k(5,7,8) A-RG overall length

height 

adjustable 

system

D.O.R.

Fixed 
199 60E CN £1,119.14

-75～-5mm 11k(12,14,16) A-RG overall length
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Comfort ZERO1/ZERO2E for Toyota Mark X(GRX130)

has been released

Comfort ZER01
- It features fixed damping force which is set up amazingly compromised premium sport taste & 
luxury taste.
Comfort ZERO2E
- The 5 steps adjustable dumping force corresponds every driving field.

◇The setting brings comfortable ride feel with saving amount of roll on cornering and stability 

which shows even lane change on motorway.

◇In order to taking advantage tranquillity during driving, aluminium made upper mount with 

strengthen rubber bush is applied.

◇The height-adjustment area (lock-nut, spring-seat, main body of shock absorber) are applied 

anti-rusting special coating.
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